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Summary Remarks  
The most notable characteristic of the presentations in this symposium is that every 
speaker addressed user considerations in choosing, configuring and implementing 
systems.  Portals are of interest to librarians in the first place because users lack an 
effective way to navigate multiple online information resources and librarians are 
committed to find a solution to that problem.   Key concepts addressed by speakers 
throughout the day were usability, self-navigation, self-sufficiency, personalization, 
identifying content that is vital to the user, (like grades, for instance).  As one speaker 
said, “It’s not about the portal – it’s about the customer and improving service to ensure 
enduring relationships with clients.” 
 
A second theme was the portal’s potential ability to unify and integrate information 
resources for easier user access.  Integration requires extensive configuration of multiple 
kinds of software but the benefits to users are worth the investment.  The audience was 
urged to consider the qualities and characteristics of the information we want to unify 
Achieving the single-query search probably will require us to reorganize our online 
systems and the information they convey.  Powerful tools such as the open URL resolver 
will help achieve apparent seamlessness but at this stage of development they are quite 
complicated to implement and do require a great deal of work. 
 
Throughout the day speakers presented examples of portals or portal-like systems that 
exemplified what they considered to be desirable features.  It is clear that not every 
institution working with a portal has the same definition. But it is just as clear that the 
portal concept is pushing librarians to think in new ways about information retrieval by 
our users, as well we should be doing.  As Roy Tennant has said, “Librarians talk about 
searching; users just talk about finding.”   
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